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Robert E. Howard Expansion Pack
The politics of the high courts are elegant, shadowy, and
subtle. Not so in the outlying duchies. Rival dukes contend for
unclaimed lands far from the king’s reach, and possession is the
law in these lands. Use your forces to adapt to your opponent’s
strategies, capturing enemy troops, before you lose your opportunity to seize these lands for your good.
In The Duke, players move their troops (tiles) around the board
and flip them over after each move. Each tile’s side shows a different movement pattern. If you end your movement in a square
occupied by an opponent’s tile, you capture that tile. Capture
your opponent’s Duke to win!
ROBERT E. HOWARD EXPANSION PACK RULES
These tiles replace the following tiles in the game: Conan =
Champion; Kull = Wizard; Agnes = Ranger; Solomon Kane =
Priest.
There are two ways to incorporate these tiles into the rules
(both players should agree which rule they’ll use before the
start of play).
1. Players randomly determine who will choose first. The first
player selects one of the four tiles from this expansion pack. The
second player selects the next tile, then the first player selects the
next tile and finally the second player selects the last tile. Both
players remove the tiles corresponding to the tiles they’ve chosen
(as noted above), place the new tiles in their bags and the game
proceeds as normal.

2. For a more challenging game, players lay the four tiles from
this expansion pack on the side of the board, then start a standard game. Whenever a player pulls one of the four tiles noted
above, they can choose at that moment to replace the drawn tile
with the appropriate tile from this expansion pack. If the player
decides not to replace the tile, he cannot replace the tile at any
future time. Yes, this means a single player could have all four
tiles on their side.
PRINT AND PLAY
As with the The Duke Print & Play, simply print out the page,
cut out the tiles, fold them and paste/tape the front and back
together.
THE DUKE
The complete, full rules of the game are available in a free PDF
found at www.catalystgamelabs.com/casual-games/the-duke/

CONAN is a trademark of Conan Properties International LLC. KULL is a trademark of Kull Productions Inc. SOLOMON KANE is
a trademark of Solomon Kane Inc. ROBERT E. HOWARD and DARK AGNES are trademarks of Robert E. Howard Properties Inc.
Used with permission. All rights reserved.
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